Study Highlights {#cts12442-sec-0020}
================

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC? {#cts12442-sec-0030}
-------------------------------------------

✓ Debate continues over the adequacy of current criteria for comparing extended‐release formulations in bioequivalence studies because examples exist of clinically important differences in therapy occurring between modified‐release formulations deemed bioequivalent according to current criteria.

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS? {#cts12442-sec-0040}
-------------------------------------

✓ Given that bioequivalence is assumed to negate the need for therapeutic adjustments following medication substitution, the current study examined whether differing time‐release technologies for two once‐daily formulations of nifedipine produced any therapeutic differences over its complete 24‐h (12‐half‐life) dosing interval.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE {#cts12442-sec-0050}
-------------------------------------

✓ This study demonstrated clinically important differences in systolic blood pressure occurred between bioequivalent osmotic release technologies, thus confirming regulatory criteria that assess only total drug absorption for the dosing interval are poorly sensitive to differences in timing of drug release.

HOW THIS MIGHT CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OR TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE {#cts12442-sec-0060}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

✓ These results support calls for improvement in current bioequivalence criteria for comparing highly‐modified‐release drug preparations. Use of partial AUCs has already been proposed as a solution by several regulatory agencies.

Regulatory approval of generic medications helps curb the increasing costs of healthcare. Fundamental to generic approval is bioequivalence. This designation implies that if the release characteristics of a comparator test formulation delivers the same amount of active drug over the same time interval as the original reference product, then "the test product can be expected to have the [same therapeutic effects]{.ul} and safety profile as the reference."[1](#cts12442-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Clinicians thus assume that switching between bioequivalent products should not require any retitration of medication. This study examined the validity of that assumption in the specific case of switches between two nifedipine formulations that extend drug release over 24 h (12 half‐lives).

Bioequivalence examines whether sequential serum drug concentrations, collected from patients receiving each of the test and reference formulations, meet criteria regarding allowable differences in two pharmacokinetic parameters: area under the concentration--time curve (AUC) and maximum concentration (C~max~). These statistical measures do not represent product performance in any single individual, but rather average performance for the entire study cohort.[2](#cts12442-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Beneficially, bioequivalence avoids the need to demonstrate therapeutic equivalence using clinical trials, thus lowering the costs of developing generic medications. It is also the basis upon which pharmacies can justify not alerting healthcare providers when drug formulations are interchanged in their patients.

Bioequivalence criteria were originally developed for comparing immediate‐release drug formulations. Although the rationale for producing modified‐release formulations is to shift the timing of drug release, current bioequivalence criteria are not directly geared towards examining for differences in time course of drug release.[3](#cts12442-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Specifically, no time‐based parameters are included to directly evaluate that time course.[1](#cts12442-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#cts12442-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#cts12442-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} This has led to extensive discussions about how to assess bioequivalence between modified‐release preparations,[6](#cts12442-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} and how to deal with other confounders of current criteria used for bioequivalence.[7](#cts12442-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Documentation of examples in which current bioequivalence criteria fail to assure clinically equivalent therapy after a medication substitution is important to support initiatives to improve regulatory criteria for comparing modified‐release formulations.

The dihydropyridine calcium‐channel blocker nifedipine is widely used in the management of hypertension. This class of peripheral vasodilators is characterized by a steep concentration--response curve for blood pressure reduction. Its short 2‐h half‐life makes nifedipine immediate‐release preparations inappropriate as antihypertensive agents. The frequent or continuous administration of small amounts of nifedipine is a requirement to avoid undesirable sympathetic responses to the effects of rapid increases in drug concentration and repeated lapses in the antihypertensive effect when concentrations quickly decline. Therefore, modified‐release formulations were developed to provide more sustained delivery of nifedipine. A first‐order, prolonged‐action tablet was the original formulation of nifedipine successfully approved as an antihypertensive agent. However, introduction of the Gastro‐Intestinal Therapeutic System (GITS) further improved the delivery pattern of nifedipine, providing both superior effectiveness and tolerability, by eliminating high peak concentrations, and providing better adherence, by allowing once‐daily administration.[8](#cts12442-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Thus, nifedipine as an antihypertensive agent is highly dependent on the characteristics of a sophisticated delivery technology, rather than on the molecule itself. The consistency of GITS delivery of nifedipine also produces less tachycardia and sympathetic activation than with even a long‐half‐life dihydropyridine such as amlodipine.[9](#cts12442-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the constant delivery of a short half‐life dihydropyridine produces a therapy with rapid equilibration to a temporary steady‐state drug concentration in 6--8 h, allowing for more rapid dose titration and discontinuation than agents that rely on long half‐life to produce a low fluctuation in serum concentrations.

Numerous outcome trials have documented the safety and effectiveness of the GITS preparation.[10](#cts12442-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#cts12442-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Its push‐pull osmotic pump (PPOP) is based on a two‐layer technology that conserves propellant in order to produce a zero‐order drug delivery profile. Its success prompted the commercial development of the simpler Elementary Osmotic Pump (EOP) by Osmotica Pharmaceuticals (Marietta, GA). EOP is based on an older monolayer osmotic technology described by Theeuwes that produces an extended first‐order drug delivery profile.[12](#cts12442-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Kremers Urban (Princeton, NJ) uses the EOP technology to produce a once‐daily nifedipine marketed as Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL in Canada (Mylan Pharmaceuticals, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada; Nifedipine extended release prescribing information US Rev.9E 07/2014). In Canada, Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL (first‐order) has been deemed bioequivalent to Nifedipine‐GITS (zero‐order), based on comparison of cumulative AUC for their complete 24 h (12‐half‐life) dosing intervals. Being dispensed Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL, provides no economic advantage for the patient in Canada, as Nifedipine‐GITS is marketed at the same price under the name Adalat XL by Teva Pharmaceuticals (Teva Canada, Toronto, Ontario, Canada).

Soon after Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL (DIN 02321149) was introduced for clinical use in Canada, we observed inexplicable increases in systolic blood pressure (SBP) of \>10 mmHg in several patients, previously well controlled on Nifedipine‐GITS 60 mg.[13](#cts12442-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Although the patients denied any change in their medication or adherence to therapy, inquiries to their pharmacies revealed that substitution of their once‐daily nifedipine had occurred. In each case, the patients had been unaware of the substitution because of the similarity in appearance of the two formulations (**Figure** [1](#cts12442-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Further inquiries revealed that, although the bioequivalent formulations were both oral osmotic pumps, they were in fact using different delivery technologies. Given previous evidence that the rate of drug delivery from the first‐order EOP technology waned in the last portion of the dosing interval,[14](#cts12442-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} there was reason to suspect that clinically important differences could exist between the effects of the two technologies, at least in some patients.

![Similar appearance, differing delivery technologies. Most patients were unaware that substitutions were made by their pharmacies back and forth between Nifedipine‐GITS (zero‐order delivery) on the left, and Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL (first‐order delivery) on the right.](CTS-10-217-g001){#cts12442-fig-0001}

The most ethical way to critically examine for possible differences in antihypertensive effects during the entire dosing interval was to replicate the natural experiment already occurring in the community. While pharmacies were already switching patients between formulations of nifedipine, expected to be interchangeable, a study protocol could add randomization and recording of the timing and direction of the switch, and 24‐h Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitoring (ABPM) as a tool to objectively document blood pressure over the complete dosing interval, and record any differences occurring after a switch.

METHODS {#cts12442-sec-0070}
=======

The primary goal of this study was to examine whether bioequivalence approval under current criteria can always assure that differing extended‐release technologies produce clinically equivalent effects over their entire dosing interval. The example chosen was an investigation of the observation that some patients were no longer achieving target blood pressures after being switched between two once‐daily nifedipine formulations, deemed to be bioequivalent.

SBP is the hypertension parameter with the largest cardiovascular impact,[15](#cts12442-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#cts12442-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#cts12442-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and nifedipine has its biggest effect on SBP.[9](#cts12442-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Each 2‐mmHg decrease in mean *population* SBP reduces stroke mortality by 6%.[18](#cts12442-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, the logical primary comparison for clinical difference between formulations was to prove whether a change in SBP \>2 mmHg could be excluded when the study population was switched between formulations. Given that loss of propellant from a first‐order EOP delivery system could reduce the rate of delivery at the end of the dosing interval, a secondary comparison was to exclude that a greater separation in SBP occurred during the last 8 h of the dosing interval. Since the majority of patients take their antihypertensive medications with breakfast, the normal nocturnal dip in SBP will occur at the end of the dosing interval. Therefore, ABPM was chosen to allow unbiased examination of the effect of formulation switches over the entire 24‐h dosing interval, including nocturnal blood pressure data. Furthermore, ABPM provided an expectation of reproducibility of mean 24‐h SBP within \<1 mmHg on repeat measurements under similar conditions.[19](#cts12442-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Because the clinician treats a patient, not a population, a 2‐mmHg population change in SBP is of little interest in daily practice. Therefore, the tertiary goal of this study was to estimate the proportion of the population expected to develop blood pressure differences large enough to potentially cause an alteration in their therapy following nifedipine substitution. Given that adding an ACE inhibitor such as ramipril to an antihypertensive regimen is expected to change SBP by 6 mmHg on average, this value was chosen for modeling risk.[20](#cts12442-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

The study protocol received approval from the University of Calgary Health Ethics Review Board. Just as in the community, none of their other therapy was altered as a requirement not to subject the study population to risk of inadequate hypertension control. The only intervention made was to pre‐specify the timing and direction of the formulation switches they were already being exposed to through their prescription renewals in the community. Because many of the patients lived more than a 1‐h drive from the clinic, travel burden was limited to an enrollment visit and two ABPM studies. Blood work that would be required to repeat previous pharmacokinetic studies was not possible in these uncompensated clinic patients. Written, informed consent was obtained from all subjects, and the study was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of the University of Calgary Health Ethics Review Board.

Clinical study participants {#cts12442-sec-0080}
---------------------------

Male and female patients ≥18 years of age with primary hypertension already treated with once‐daily 60‐mg nifedipine as part of their antihypertensive regimen were approached for consent. Patients with SBP \>160 mmHg on therapy were excluded.

Safety measures {#cts12442-sec-0090}
---------------

Safety was monitored by self‐reported adverse events. Given that no changes were made to their clinical management (including their previous exposure to both different nifedipine formulations available in the community), only blood pressure was monitored and patients were not exposed to venipuncture for clinical chemistry or drug measurement.

Study design {#cts12442-sec-0100}
------------

A sample of 20 patients was chosen to match the cohort size typical of studies conducted in healthy volunteers to establish bioequivalence. Patients on stable therapy for \>6 weeks were recruited from local specialist clinics. No changes were made to the patients' concomitant medications and other clinical management, with the expectation that no clinically important perturbation in blood pressure should occur after a switch between bioequivalent formulations of a single agent. Although performing an ABPM study the day after each switch would have answered the question regarding therapeutic equivalence, a 14‐day acclimatization period (168 half‐lives) was used after each switch in order to gauge the practical effect of switching formulations. Thus, blood pressure data, if anything, underestimated any acute therapeutic differences that might have occurred the day after drug substitution.

A crossover design allowed each patient to serve as their own control. Randomization of the switching sequence within balanced blocks of four subjects allowed examination for any period effect related to direction of switching using a sequence term in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The direction of switches between the 60‐mg formulations was randomized to either: Sequence A, receiving Nifedipine‐GITS for 2 weeks, then Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL for 2 weeks; or Sequence B, receiving Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL for 2 weeks, followed by Nifedipine‐GITS for 2 weeks. The study timeline is depicted in **Figure** [2](#cts12442-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}.

![Flowchart of treatment assignment and timing of ambulatory blood pressure monitor (ABPM) assessments. Vertical arrows mark time of study initiation and ABPM measurements for either Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL (Mylan) or Nifedipine‐GITS (N‐GITS).](CTS-10-217-g002){#cts12442-fig-0002}

Fourteen days before the first ABPM recording, a limited examination was performed in order to document vital signs and ensure that patients were not suffering any acute intercurrent illness. All subjects were instructed to take their nifedipine at ∼07:00 a.m. to standardize administration time. All ABPM devices (Spacelabs model 90207, Spacelabs Healthcare, Mississauga, ON, Canada) were validated against a mercury manometer using a three‐way stopcock as per the Spacelabs manual.

Patients were asked to arrive at the clinic in the early morning. Following documentation of SBP, diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and heart rate (HR) by the study physician, an ABPM device was attached and operation of the machine reviewed with the patient. Correct function of the device was confirmed by observing two successful readings. Each patient was studied with the same machine in both study periods. Adherence to therapy was assessed using pill counts. Each ABPM study produced 64 observations consisting of 48 readings taken every 20 min from 06:00 to 22:00, and 16 readings taken every 30 min from 22:00 to 06:00. A standard report, providing mean values for both 24‐h and 8‐h nocturnal (22:00 to 06:00) time periods, was generated by the Spacelabs software (Spacelabs Ambulatory Blood Pressure Report Management System v. 3.0.1.4). An additional comma‐separated values (.csv) file containing the raw monitoring values for each parameter was generated for each patient.

Statistical analysis {#cts12442-sec-0110}
--------------------

Although SBP was the primary outcome measure, plots of mean 24‐h curves for each of SBP, DBP, and HR were examined for effects of switching formulations in the population. A paired ANOVA was used to compare mean 24‐h SBP, DBP, and HR between the two periods of the crossover. Effects on the terminal portion of the 24‐h dosing interval (22:00 to 6:00) were also compared using a paired ANOVA.

Following conventional ANOVA, a Generalized Additive Mixed Model (GAMM) was used to examine the raw data.[21](#cts12442-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} All GAMM analyses were conducted using the "mgcv" package in R statistical software.[22](#cts12442-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} The number of terms included in the model was optimized using the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC). In this way, all 2,560 readings collected for each parameter during the study were considered simultaneously, maximizing efficiency of data use. Period effect was again ruled out using a model term for sequence A vs. B. Once the 24‐h course of SBP curves best fitting the population were predicted by GAMM from all the data for each formulation, R software compared the intercepts of the fits in a fashion analogous to comparing slopes and intercepts in a linear regression analysis. For all analyses, *P* \< 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.

Limitations {#cts12442-sec-0120}
-----------

The nature of both the dosage form and the patients required an open‐label study. To function as designed, these pumps cannot be overcoated or have their semipermeable shells altered. Observed, early morning dosing of blindfolded patients for \>28 days was neither practical nor ethical, given driving distances. However, lack of blinding was mitigated by the use of ABPM, a technique known to be difficult to bias and shown to be suitable for open‐label studies.[23](#cts12442-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, patients seldom recognized the difference in the medication they were receiving due to their similar external appearance (**Figure** [1](#cts12442-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

Results {#cts12442-sec-0130}
=======

All 20 subjects completed both treatment periods, having received each formulation of nifedipine in a randomly assigned order. **Table** [1](#cts12442-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} confirms that their demographic profile is typical of patients with moderate hypertension, often having effects of hypertension such as atrial fibrillation, and as in major outcome trials, usually requiring multiple agents to achieve blood pressure targets.[24](#cts12442-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Pill counts showed adherence to medication was complete. The order in which the crossover occurred did not affect results, as no period effect was detected.

###### 

Subject demographics

  Parameter                        10 Males   10 Females   All subj.
  -------------------------------- ---------- ------------ -----------
  Mean Age (y)                     63.2       65.2         64.2
  Mean BMI (kg/m^2^)               30.6       31.8         31.2
  Mean Weight (kg)                 95         84           89
  Mean Height (cm)                 176        163          169
  Mean Baseline systolic (mmHg)    133        144          138
  Mean Baseline diastolic (mmHg)   80         84           82
  Mean Baseline heart rate (bpm)   67         75           71
  Numbers of Patients with:                                
  D~x~ Hypertension                10         10           20
  \> 2 Antihypertensive Agents     9          5            14
  ACE/ARB                          9          9            18
  Thiazide                         6          8            14
  Statin                           4          6            10
  ASA                              5          2            7
  D~x~ Atrial Fibrillation         3          4            7
  Amiodarone                       3          4            7
  Anticoagulation                  1          5            6
  D~x~ Coronary Vascular Disease   0          3            3
  D~x~ Obstructive Sleep Apnea     3          3            6
  D~x~ Diabetes                    3          4            7
  D~x~ Smoker in last 2 y          0          0            0

D~x~ = Diagnosis of...

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

**Figure** [3](#cts12442-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} plots mean SBP, DBP, and HR for the 20 subjects at each of the 64 measurement points over 24‐h fit by local regression in R. As expected,[9](#cts12442-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} the magnitude of effect on DBP was less than that on SBP, and nifedipine delivered by osmotic release technology did not affect HR. Mean DBP was not statistically different between formulations by ANOVA, but did follow the same pattern of increasing separation over the dosing interval as seen with SBP. Mean 24‐h HR was 64 bpm with either formulation and varied by only 15 bpm.

![Curves for ABPM data plotted using the local regression LOESS function in R statistical software. Readings from 64 timepoints over 24 h for systolic and diastolic blood pressure (SBP and DBP) and heart rate (HR) provided 2,560 values for each parameter from 20 patients over two study periods. Solid‐red lines represent data fit from Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL. Dashed‐green lines represent data fit from Nifedipine‐GITS. SBP curves for two patients are statistically different and continue to further separate during the terminal 8 h (nocturnal period) of the dosing interval, as delivery from Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL is predicted to decline in a first‐order pattern. DBP curves follow a similar pattern, but are less affected by action of dihydropyridines and were not statistically different. HR remains clinically unaffected by constant, low‐rate delivery of nifedipine, varying by only 15 bpm over the course of the day.](CTS-10-217-g003){#cts12442-fig-0003}

SBP follows the bimodal circadian undulation typically seen in 24‐h ABPM studies.[25](#cts12442-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} Paired ANOVA for repeated measures showed both mean 24‐h and terminal 8‐h SBP to be higher when subjects were receiving the Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL formulation, with the differences being greater during the latter part of the dosing interval (**Table** [2](#cts12442-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Mean ± SE for 24‐h SBP reading was 133 ± 2.4 mmHg when patients received Nifedipine‐GITS and 135 ± 2.3 mmHg (*P =* 0.030) when they received Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL. The respective mean nocturnal 8‐h readings were 125 ± 2.8 mmHg and 129 ± 2.3 mmHg (*P =* 0.039).

###### 

Systolic blood pressures reported by Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor for 20 patients when treated with Nifedipine‐GITS vs. Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL

          24‐h Mean SBP         Nocturnal 8‐h Mean SBP          
  ------ --------------- ----- ------------------------ ------- -----
  1            140        140                             126    128
  2            137        148                             135    143
  3            132        133                             127    130
  4            139        147                             129    138
  5            134        134                             132    129
  6            152        151                             153    148
  7            125        130                             116    130
  8            134        142                             129    140
  9            139        137                             127    130
  10           122        129                             103    115
  11           128        130                             134    127
  12           160        155                             141    134
  13           127        131                             113    131
  14           128        131                             122    133
  15           130        125                             127    117
  16           140        141                             133    134
  17           121        118                             116    114
  18           114        119                             99     108
  19           127        134                             120    129
  20           124        125                             116    118
  Mean         133        135            Mean             125    129
  SE           2.4        2.3             SE              2.8    2.3
  *P*         0.030                      *P*             0.039  

SBP, Systolic Blood Pressure; N‐GITS, Nifedipine‐GITS; Mylan‐N, Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

A GAMM used to more efficiently fit all the raw SBP data for the study population generated the plots for each formulation seen in **Figure** [4](#cts12442-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}. Mean ± SE 24‐h SBP predicted by the GAMM model for patients while receiving Nifedipine‐GITS was 132 ± 2.7 mmHg, very similar to the average of 24‐h SBP reported by the Spacelabs analytical software. When the same patients were receiving Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL, mean ± SE 24‐h SBP predicted by GAMM was 3 ± 1.1 mmHg higher (*P =* 0.0173). Modeling only the nocturnal 8‐h SBP showed SBP to be 123 ± 3.1 mmHg for the last portion of the dosing interval when patients were receiving Nifedipine‐GITS. When the same patients were receiving Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL, SBP was 4 ± 1.6 mmHg higher (*P =* 0.0098).

![Plots of mixed‐effects fit of SBP data over time using GAMM function in R statistical software. Solid‐red lines represent data fit from Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL. Dashed‐green lines represent data fit from Nifedipine‐GITS. There is a clear, statistically significant separation of 3 ± 1.1 mmHg (*P =* 0.0173) between the curves of best population fit for each formulation, which was even larger during the last 8 h of the dosing interval.](CTS-10-217-g004){#cts12442-fig-0004}

The likelihood of a given patient experiencing a clinically important change in SBP (\>6 mmHg) following a switch between the two 60‐mg formulations of nifedipine was quantified using a Monte Carlo simulation. Parameters estimated from the GAMM analysis where used to simulate 10,000 patient‐drug switches. Switch from Nifedipine‐GITS to the alternate Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL formulation was associated with a 23% risk mean 24‐h SBP increasing by \>6 mmHg and a 39% likelihood of an increase \>6 mmHg during the nocturnal dip that occurred in the last 8 h of the dosing interval.

Discussion {#cts12442-sec-0140}
==========

Bioequivilence is a valuable tool in providing medications at lower costs. However, under some circumstances concerns have been raised about the ability of current criteria to reliably evaluate drug delivery from highly‐modified‐release formulations. This study was inspired by clinical observation that several patients developed differing blood pressures when switched between bioequivalent once‐daily nifedipine formulations. On a population basis, long‐term differences in hypertension control, as little as 2 mmHg of SBP are associated with effects on both morbidity and mortality outcomes.[18](#cts12442-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#cts12442-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#cts12442-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#cts12442-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} Even a few months of suboptimal blood pressure control adversely affected outcomes in the ASCOT and VALUE trials.[29](#cts12442-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#cts12442-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} However, for the individual patient the important question is how likely are such blood pressure changes to inspire their clinician to alter their therapy. As patients are often switched back and forth between the two equally priced nifedipine formulations, the risk of unnecessary alteration in therapy arises every few months when they refill their prescriptions.

This study demonstrated that, while both zero‐order and first‐order nifedipine delivery (GITS vs. EOP) can provide blood pressure control, many patients experience clinically important differences in therapeutic responses between formulations. The design difference between GITS and EOP is based on how their propellants are incorporated. GITS consists of an osmotic polysaccharide layer sandwiched against a nifedipine wafer. Once the tablet is encapsulated in a semipermeable shell, a delivery orifice is laser‐drilled on the nifedipine side of the tablet. Following ingestion, hydration dissolves the nifedipine, which is then extruded out the orifice with a consistent delivery, as the polysaccharide layer expands at a constant rate.[10](#cts12442-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Without access to the orifice, there is no loss of propellant, and the rate of nifedipine release remains the same per unit of time (zero‐order). This maintains consistent circulating nifedipine concentrations throughout the complete dosing interval.[31](#cts12442-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} In contrast, loss of propellant is intrinsic to the design of the EOP tablet in which an osmotic polysaccharide is intermixed with the active drug inside its semipermeable shell. Both components are simultaneously expelled, producing a slow (first‐order) decline in drug delivery throughout its gastrointestinal transit.

Although first‐order delivery technology can be optimized to approximate zero‐order delivery over some portion of the 24‐h dosing interval by adjusting the propellant, orifice size, and shell composition,[32](#cts12442-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} it is pharmacokinetically impossible to exactly replicate zero‐order delivery. *In vitro* dissolution profiles confirm a greater decline in drug delivery at the end of the dosing interval with EOP compared with GITS.[14](#cts12442-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} Food also caused a greater perturbation of EOP drug release than with GITS. Overall, the plateau phase of plasma drug concentrations was 6 h shorter for EOP than the 20 h observed with GITS. Indeed, the greatest discrepancies in SBP that were observed in this study occurred during the last third of the dosing interval, when the rate of drug release from the EOP formulation slowly wanes. The steep concentration--response curve for nifedipine means that even small lapses in maintenance of concentrations has measurable effects on blood pressure.[33](#cts12442-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

The 60‐mg dosage of nifedipine is a highly effective long‐acting antihypertensive agent. However, the inherent half‐life of nifedipine remains 2 h, irrespective of its release profile, absorption pattern, or dosing interval. Therefore, nifedipine concentrations are rapidly sensitive to any change in rate of drug release over as little as one‐twelfth of the 24‐h dosing interval. Thus, even though, in general, they appear to be equivalent dosing forms,[1](#cts12442-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#cts12442-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#cts12442-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} differing orders of nifedipine delivery technology do make the two oral, osmotic, controlled‐release, once‐daily nifedipine formulations different.

For immediate‐release preparations, AUC and C~max~ succinctly characterize a drug\'s release profile. However, when timing of release is not determined by first‐order dissolution, these criteria may no longer reliably describe that release profile. Therefore, comparing partial AUCs over the dosing interval has been proposed to better characterize timing of release.[34](#cts12442-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} In fact, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance now recommends partial AUCs as a way to compare late release of drug from formulations with differing release mechanisms,[35](#cts12442-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} and subject‐by‐formulation interaction analyses have been suggested to characterize variations in patient responses to switching formulations.[36](#cts12442-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

In bioequivalence studies, differences in timing of nifedipine release from these formulations are masked by only comparing cumulative AUC for the total 12‐half‐lives of the 24‐h dosing interval. Even if AUC were exactly the same for each formulation for 10 out of 12 half‐lives, but drug delivery from one formulation fell to zero for only 2 half‐lives, the effect on AUC for the dosing interval would be only 16%. However, blood pressure control would clearly lapse for that part of the day. Indeed, this study showed increasing separation of blood pressure responses between formulations over the dosing interval. This suggests EOP provides declining concentrations at the end of the dosing interval, yet that difference did not trigger failure of bioequivalence standards using current AUC criteria.

Thus, the differences in clinical effects between the two formulations observed in this study do support calls for changes in the regulatory criteria for determining bioequivalence between highly‐modified‐release formulations. Indeed, partial AUCs would have been able to detect any difference in nifedipine concentrations during the latter part of the dosing interval.

In conclusion, the observation of blood pressure differences in patients being switched between Nifedipine‐GITS and Mylan‐Nifedipine‐XL suggests that concerns about the adequacy of using current bioequivalence criteria to assess highly‐modified‐release formulations have a real foundation. Despite their bioequivalent designation, switching these formulations caused a clinically meaningful change in population blood pressure. Although, a shift in population SBP of 2 mmHg would have clinically important epidemiological effects, each individual patient will respond differently to medication switches. Adequacy of nocturnal dipping appears to be an even more important predictor of outcomes than daytime blood pressure.[37](#cts12442-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#cts12442-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Given that the majority of patients favor morning dosing and nocturnal dipping is occurring at the end of their dosing interval, this is a concern that bears further study.

More important for the individual patient is the possibility of therapeutic inconsistency when switched back and forth between nifedipine formulations, leading to detrimental adjustments in their antihypertensive therapy. It appears that 23% of the time, pharmacy switches of nifedipine formulations will alter SBP sufficiently to stimulate consideration of antihypertensive regimen adjustment. Since the potential for switching occurs every 1--3 months, the result could be a frustrating inability to achieve stable blood pressure control. Although ABPM could be used to assess the effects of a nifedipine switch in any given patient, because the two formulations are sold for the same price in Canada, the cost of such clinical assessment would not be justified. Therefore, to achieve consistent care, the simple, logical recommendation would be to preclude the interchange of these equally priced formulations. Remaining on one formulation or the other would be cost‐neutral and assure consistency of therapy, a win‐win for the patient. At the very least, when a clinician detects an unexplained blood pressure change in a patient receiving nifedipine, they should be aware to ask whether the patient has recently refilled their prescription, since the patient will likely be unaware of any specific switch in nifedipine formulation.
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